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Our focus
Established in 2015 amidst an exciting local design movement, Contemporary is
Western Australia’s answer to a strong demand for industry insight and knowledge on
its growing pool of creative architecture and design talent.
Perth is at the centre of Australia’s fastest growing design scene. With large- and smallscale developments taking shape daily, it is a city on the cusp of defining its own identity.
Contemporary is for the design hunter, professional and client. It is a platform that
paves the way for inspiration and collaboration through the sharing of innovative home
and commercial products and progressive architectural design.
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Online
In an industry based on aesthetics, Contemporary has been designed to create a visual
experience that stimulates the desire to learn more.
Carefully curated content, quality imagery, and an easy-to-navigate site guarantee a
comfortable browsing experience.
Strategically placed ads on each page cover a range of advertising levels and ensure
maximum exposure to key clientele.

Charpoy daybeds for Moroso,
by Doshi Levien
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Our sections
Projects – A spotlight on the latest residential and commercial projects that are
shaping Western Australia, as well as a sneak peek in to what we can expect to see.
Products – From furniture and surfaces to lighting and kitchen and bathroom fittings,
a showcase of the products that are taking the industry by storm.
People – A selection of interviews and profiles of the movers and shakers who are
making waves on the design scene and putting Perth on the map.
Events – Both recent and upcoming listings of product and showroom launches, design
events, art exhibitions and industry parties.
Opinions – A topical forum where industry leaders and ambitious placemakers share
their thoughts on the growth of the design community in Perth, and what they would like
to see in the coming decades.

Brody WorkLounge, designFARM
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Opportunities
1. Tower (300x510px)
Tower ads are on display on Contemporary homepage and article pages. Ads in this
position are on random rotation, and remain live for one month.
Rate: $800
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Sponsored Post
Sponsored Post
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2. Short Leaderboard (1050x150)
One short leaderboard on display on the top half of Contemporary homepage. Ads in
this position are on random rotation, and remain live for one month.
Rate: $800
3. Tall leaderboard (1050x250px)
One tall leaderboard is on display on the bottom half of Contemporary homepage and
article pages. Ads in this position are on random rotation, and remain live for one month.
Rate: $800
4. Medium Rectangle (300x250px)
Additional Medium Rectangle ads are on display on Contemporary article pages. Ads in
this position are on random rotation, and remain live for one month.
Rate: $800
5. Advertorial/Sponsored Post
These are live on Contemporary homepage and article pages for one month and archived
after this time. The sponsored post is also promoted through the Contemporary
newsletter one week within the month.
Rate: $1000, Production rate: $300
6. Newsletter ad
Premium position as it is the only ad space on our monthly newsletter, which is sent to
our database of architects and designers.
Rate: $1,200
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The Event
In 2016, a boutique, locally focused day of design will descend on Perth, backed by
Indesign Media Asia Pacific.
A celebration of Perth’s unique design and architecture culture, as well as world-class
brands, The Event will bring together international and regional boutique design houses
and leading creatives for an exhilarating one-day event.
Guests will be chauffeured through a range of shared showroom spaces spanning
Perth CBD to Claremont, and have the opportunity to peruse fine art, digital art and
sculptures amongst the most anticipated and revered furniture pieces.
The event will be complete with the ultimate food and wine tasting experience at each
showroom from some of WA’s best producers, followed by an exclusive after party.

Sydney Indesign 2015
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Be part of
the movement
Industry response to the launch of Contemporary has garnered a huge amount of
support, further establishing the growing demand for quality coverage of design
professionals, products and events.
There are a range of opportunities to advertise, sponsor and partner with
Contemporary. For more information, please contact:
Kay Cohen
kay@indesign.com.au | 0431 226 077
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